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M Media And American Politics
I was leading a major global newsroom [at Time magazine] and it was increasingly clear to me that—even as we were working 24 hours a day to cover news and perform the critical public purpose of the ...

Facing the media's challenges—and democracy's
An array of leading Democrats, Republicans, and independent thinkers provide a road map for America’s political future. America is at a turning p ...

Crossroads: The Future of American Politics by Andrew M. Cuomo (2003) (83) Current Affairs
"We have a very poorly designed system right now that's very, very vulnerable and susceptible to authoritarianism," warned Andrew Yang, the former 2020 Democratic presidential candidate, during our ...

Andrew Yang on America's “very bizarre direction” — and why the two-party system needs to go
When former President Donald Trump was permanently banned from all social media outlets like Facebook and Twitter, there was speculation that he would launch his very own social media platform or ...

President Donald Trump Launches New Media Company to Rival ‘Liberal Media Consortium’
Carville then decides it's .... Democratic messaging. Well, to a hammer, everything looks like a nail. "I want to get practical and political. The president has two huge bills. Massively important in ...

Carville Blames Dems Instead Of Media For Bill Messaging
In summer 2019, as the world watched the unfolding media blitz around the arrest and death of financier and convicted sex offender Jeffery Epstein, Liz Franczak, Brace Belden, and their producer ...

Music For Podcasts: Yung Chomsky Talks ‘TrueAnon,’ Podcast-Producing and the Political Potential of Music
Queer people working in STEM often don't have a choice when it comes to exposing ourselves to hateful, harmful rhetoric. It's a tax. And it's unfair.

Social media’s ‘queer tax’ is exhausting, unfair, and unavoidable
On our bookshelf tonight, NewsHour's old friend and former longtime media correspondent Terence Smith's memoir: "Four Wars, Five Presidents: A Reporter's Journey from Jerusalem to Saigon to the White ...

Journalist Terence Smith reflects on decades of reporting on American presidents, wars
It's Friday, so that means it's time for a mailbag column in which I respond, publicly, to some of the correspondence I receive from you, the audience. I love getting feedback, positive or negative, ...

Friday Mailbag: Cognitive tests for politicians, decline in conservatism, and how I deal with angry readers
Oh, and now add to that mix that some have begun waving all-black American flags, which is the reverse of the white flag of surrender. From Salon about what that may mean: In one troubling new ...

Trump Supporters Are Waving All-Black American Flags, and Here’s Why You Should Be Nervous
Donald Trump was known for his social media presence – until he was banned after the Jan 6. Capitol riot. Now, he’s launching Trump Media & Technology Group and a “Truth Social” app to compete with ...

Trump announces his own social media site. Some investors are all in.
Former President Donald Trump announced Wednesday that he is launching the media company Trump Media & Technology Group — complete with a social media platform.

Trump announces media company, social media platform coming next month
Nine months after being expelled from social media for his role in inciting the Jan. 6 Capitol insurrection, former President Donald Trump said Wednesday he’s launching a new ...

Trump announces launch of media company, social media site
Former President Donald Trump says he's standing up to "Big Tech" with the launch of TRUTH Social, a new platform that aims "to give a voice to all" — but prohibits impersonators and the "excessive us ...

Users Quickly Start Picking Apart Donald Trump's New Social Media Platform
Ayman Mohyeldin spent years as a foreign correspondent before settling into the anchor chair at MSNBC, where he is now the host of a new weekend prime time show. In this week’s episode of The ...

MSNBC Anchor Ayman Mohyeldin Discusses How US Media Covers the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: ‘Historically, This Has Not Gotten Balanced Coverage’
The last time Winsome Sears was in Virginia's political spotlight was 20 years ago, when she had defeated a powerful Democratic state delegate in Norfolk to become the first Black ...

Back in the Virginia political spotlight, Winsome Sears seeks to lift GOP in bid for lieutenant governor
Today, though, the line between business and politics has all but vanished. Get market news worthy of your time with Axios Markets. Subscribe for free. First and foremost: The reconciliation debate is ...

The line between business and politics has vanished
Tarshire Battle said she had faced "relentless attacks." Over the summer she criticized vaccine mandates in a Facebook post.

Another RI Political Co-op candidate drops out amid scrutiny of social media posts
The rights of student social media expression and free speech versus hate speech are two of the topics that will be addressed during Free Speech Week hosted by University of Wisconsin-Stout’s Menard ...

UW-Stout: Addresses student social media expression and hate speech with Free Speech Week
Not just for himself, but for every working American who feels ... we have to pull up above politics a little bit. We’re living through a digital revolution. I’m a historian by training ...
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